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A Christmas Message From Your
As the Christmas holidays approach,
with gift-giving, parties, (bod, plus other
related festivities. It will be important for
students at B.C.C., and throughout
C.U.N.Y.; to place some time aside to
seroiously consider the socio-political developments that have affected their lives
on campus, and their related communities.
Serious consideration is necessary, as
many of the recent developments of the 1st
year will have serious implications.
A National Budget deficit of over 200
million, the defeat of the E.R.A. Ammendment; Military Adventurism in Lebanon, Grenada, and Central America; all
indicate ominous changes in the direction
of U.S. foreign, national and economic
policies.
It is not adramati/.ation of this message,
that students are having grave problems
and must act decisively, as their lives on
campus and in their communities are
changing at a frightening pace.

"Crisis In Leadership"
There exists today a crisis in leadership.
Students who have always been the vanguard of Socio-Economic and Political
changes are now on the defensive.
Students throughout the nation are under attack, from a callous Reagan Administration initiative to reduce Pell
Grants, by 40% of the original allotment,
to Gov't Cuomo, who reneged on his 1982
campaign primise not to increase tuition.
To understand these problems a carefull
examination, of the relationships between
the federal, state and city agencies, the
University Student Senate and the Board
of Trustees is necessary.
The patronage system that exists within
C.U.N.Y. which has made affirmative action, almost useless, and denied qualified
Blacks and Latins, key policy and decision
making positions, indicates a cancer within the C.U.N.Y. central administration.

Student
Power
FREE TUITION FUND COMMITTEE FOR EQUALITY IN EDUCATION
At the present time the yearly student
contribution to the upkeep of the University Student Senate is one dollar per student. Thus the University Student Senate
grosses a yearly total of $180,000 from
180,000 students. Most unfortunately
none of this money has been earmarked for
our campaign for free tuition. In all my
roamings throughout CUNY I have sorrowfully learned that all of our people in
the three categories, students, faculty and
administrators, have long ago accepted the
regime of tuition fees and have learned to
live with it.
But this is the moment to take the first
great historic step back to free tuition. Let
us increase the yearly contribution per stu-

Student
Government
President
Edward Cohen

BOARD OF TRUSTEES vs MEDGAR
EVERS
The cntrenachment of a Board of Trustees, that is not representative of Ethnic
composition of students within C . U . N . Y . ,
and has only made a mockery of academic
and political mobility.
A vivid example is the refusal of the
Board of Trustees, to acknowledge the
candidacy of the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs. This policy of playing one
ethnic group against another, befure they
are appointed to any significant position is
a policy that is not only vulgar but has to
cease.
There are many other examples, but one
that sticks in our throat is the adverse
physical and academic conditions that exist in a college which is 95% Black.
The ironic nature of the medgar Evers
struggle, is the simple appointment of a
qualified Black President for this institution, and the assistance of the Board of
Trustees has exercised in granting this uncomplicated request.
CUNY are the child care services, which
are facing financial cutbacks and overall
lacy of concern from the Board of Trustees, the State legislature, the city and
other government agencies.
These child care services are critical for
parents who wish to attend college, and
thereby uplift themselves and their families from the economic hardships that prevail in our communities, higher education
is a must, and is the only alternative, that

will change our present condition, and for
these services to be so callously denied is a
crime against humanity.
"REGAN'S MARCH TO WAR"
Hovever, the human services cannot be
a reality when five hours of the worlds
military expenditures equals the total yearly U.N.C.F. budget for child care programs.
Will we allow Regan to continue on a
trend were the astronomical figure of 15trillion, at current prices will have been
spent in weapons, by the the year 2000.
These excessive amounts devoted to
military expenditures in the world today
and the extraordinary squandering of resources, that the arms race implies are the
most obvious expression of the absurd
madness, and irresponsibility of its idealoques and advocates.
This march to war by the Reganites,
only reinforces the perception of Regan
militrist policies and especially as it affects
students; the recent draft law registration
procedures which compels poor and working class students to register for the draft in
order to receive financial aid. While rich
students have the luxury of exemption,
since they will need no financial aid.
It is these issues and more, that we the
grass roots student leaders of CUNY are
presently confronting, we need the support
of the student body, they should realize
that it is electoral votes that maintain these
repressive political power over us, and it is

dent from one dollar to one and one half
dollars. The fund thus amassed will cover
the expense of a great barrage of free tuition publicity. There will be two important
newsletter, one of a communal nature, the
other addressed to CUNY alumni. Then
we must make many thousands of posters,
flyers, banners and buttons with free tuition slogans and mottoes, to be displayed
on every college campus, in student government centers, in student newspaper
offices, in the libraries, in college presidents' offices, in the offices of college
deans, of important faculty and staff
people.

Professor Richard Rothbard's study.
Radio and television time must be
arranged. Then too we must pay the living
expenses of two or three people out of this
fund.

Some money will be needed to publish
and distribute more copies of OUR BELOVED MEMORY OF FREE TUITION.
We should also publish more copies of

With some money from this fund we
shall open a great organizational drive on
every college campus amongst administrators, faculty and staff people, salaried
functionaries in every category, librarians,
clerks, secretaries and counselors. These
categories should be organized into a separate group, apart from the students. They
will pay yearly membership dues according to income. An individual earning
$40,000 will pay $40 per year. Someone
earning $35,000 will pay $35 per year.
Someone earning $50,000 will pay $50
per year. So it will be arranged. In this

our votes that will remove them from
power.
Our votes registration crusade on this
campus has already begun so far we have
registered over 2,000 students since September.
Our aim is to register every student who
can vote to vote, with understanding that
students across this city, the state, and
nation, will be deciding votes, in the upcoming Presidential elections of 1984, and
the Mayoral elections of 1985.
TUITION INCREASES
This year the first in a series of tuition
increases went into effect. These increases
are profected to raise the present tuition
level, to a high of $1,800 to $2,200 per
semester over the next four years, which
may effectively eliminate many Blacks,
Latins, and other poor ethnic groups, from
the halls of higher education.
The highly questionable student activity
fee-by-laws that were approved by the
Board of Trustees, and against which State
Supreme Court Justice Norman Ripp,
handed down a restraining order preventing their implementation, is just another
example of attempts to control and desenfranchise students, and deny them the
right of economic and political selfdetermination.
'ANOTHER ATTEMPT TO CONTROL, AND REMOVE POLITICALLY ACTIVE STUDENTS"
The infamous student health by-laws
proposal, referred to by many student
leaders as the insane amendment is designed specifically to remove from campus students who might be considered a
danger to the campus community.
We the grass roots on the other hand
view this as another attempt to control and
remove p o l i t i c a l l y active students
throughout C.U.N.Y. we do understand
that is this proposal has been active during
the social upheavals of the 60's and 70's,
among student movements that emerged,
such as the student non-violent coordinating committee, in which the Rev. Jesse
Jackson has his roots, challenges the same
activism of student through CUNY and
points up the potential, human and civil
rights violations that this proposal would
enforce.
fashion we will accumulate a sizable yearly fund. All will receive copies of OUR
BELOVED MEMORY OF FREE TUITION, both newsletters and other literature. All will have an opportunity to participate in our educational seminars, public rallies and other activities. Rather, it
will be their duty.
We must establish on every college
campus a flourishing chapter of THE
COMMITTEE FOR EQUALITY IN EDUCATION. As a properly chartered society it will be eligible for campus funding.
At last the searchlight of holy truth will
shine upon the tragic plight of all fre public
education and free public libiaries in
America as well as the universal harm and
misery resulting from our tuition fee extravanganza.
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Garbage is Ruining College Den!
by Jacquieline dough
College students unlike babies should
not have someone constantly telling them
to clean up after they have made a mess!
This should have been taught to them even
before they started nursery school.
I discovered the College Den at B.C.C.
about three weeks ago and I have been
going there once or twice a week to watch
an hour of television. People are allowed
to eat, smoke and realax in this room but as
usual there is always someone who gets an
inch, but chooses to take a yard.
All around the room are ashtray stands
and garbage cans. There is absolutely no
reason why a student should ignore these
facilities when its an arms length away!
The GSC Security guard gave warnings
about improving the conditions of this
room but nobody heeded them so the Den
had to be closed for about a week, but has
been reopened now.
What a shame! Why can't grown-ups
simply clean up after themselves? Its no
wonder they produce lazy untidy offsprings. To me, learning, without discipline and respect, is no real or true education. Lets hope that the good will not have
to suffer for the bad anymore. I hope all
garbage lovers reading this article will realize that I am speaking not only for myself, but for those afraid or who just can't
be bothered to speak out. if you don't
clean up at home at least try to leave a
good impression at B.C.C. by making a
special effort to clean up after yourselves.
You don't know this but people are watching you. Always remember "Cleanliness
is next to Godliness".
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Letter To The Editor
formed him that someone had gone down
November 16, 1983
to
open the "Alcove" and he was not
At approximately 4:20 on Tuesday,
there.
Then he became more enraged and
November 15, 1983, Prof. Larry Powell
demanded that I give him my keys which
called the Student Center Office requestwere on the desk where I was typing.
ing that someone come down to the playThose
particular keys could not have ophouse with keys so he could gain entrance
ened
the
"Alcove" area. I tried to explain
to the "Alcove" area. He also requested
to
Prof.
Powell
that I was not authroized to
an intercom system taht he assumed Ed
give
him
any
keys.
At this point he became
Freeberg had in his office. Prof. Powell
enraged and in a manner which was not
told me that he needed to gain entry IMbecoming to a Professor he threw a tanMEDIATELY because his actors were on
trum and in a split second picked up my
the stage and the rehearsal was being held
desk calendar and threw it directly in front
up. At that time I asked Alan Revels to go
of me causing it to break and scatter
down to the Playhouse with the keys that
pieces throughout the office, and grazing
were needed. Alan returned and informed
my face.
me that Prof. Powell was not in the PlayAt this time the Student Center Security
house and that his performers did not know
Officer,
Thomas Semley, intervened as
a n y t h i n g a b o u t the opening of the
Prof.
Powell
was highly agitated. Thomas
"Alcove".
Semley
had
to
bodily restrain Prof. Powell
When Alan returned, I informed Mr.
because
he
was
extremely angry and was
Claude Grant of the situation with Prof.
yelling
at
the
Student
Center Staff. Prof.
Powell and the Playhouse. Mr. Grant inSeals came out of her office to see what the
formed me that he has no dealings with
commotion was about. Instantly Prof
Prof. Powell from past experiences. About
Powell's atttiude changed. He became
15 minutes later Maxine Cuyler, Irene
very soft-spoken and mild mannered at
Font, Alan Revels, Thomas Semley,
this
point. The transition was amazing. He
Wayne Mays and myself heard the third
insisted
that we were out to ruin his shows
floor door slam and within seconds Prof.
for years, and that we were against him.
Powell stormed into room 302. I was sittThis has been the first time that I have ever
ing at the typewriter in room 302A. He
had any direct dealing with Professor
approached my desk and in a very unproPowell.
fessional manner stated that he had called
After speaking with Prof. Seals, Prof.
for someone to come down to open the
Powell
came back into 302A and told me
"Alcove", and that no one had come
that his anger was not directed at me and
down. Then before I could speak he started
that he would bring me another calendar,
raving like a maniac and using profane
which he did the following day.
language and saying that we were against
Elaine Green
him." At this time 1 intervened and in-

Are We Really Secure at
Bronx Community College
By Harold Jones
Crime is an ever increasing problem in
our city. Every paper you read has a large
section on crime. There seems to be no
way to escape from this reality. As a result
of this social problem many schools have
hired private security companies, but the
quality of some of these security companies should be questioned. No college campus can be totally safe, but the quality of
security on campus can make a difference.
I would like to take a look at some of the
problems with security on campus.
This is my second semester at Bronx
Community College. I can count on one
hand the amount of times the college
security has asked to look at mu identification. Although many students think that
showing your identification is an inconvenience, I don't mind showing my
identification if I'm asked. The real problem is that most of the time when I enter the
campus at University Ave the security
guard is either rapping to a female or reading the paper. Some of them don't have on
a complete uniform and you can't even tell
who they are. Many of the students take
the campus security as a joke. I believe that
the attitude of the student body is a reflection of how the czitnpus security carries
itself.
Yesterday there were two people outside of the student center selling a communist newspaper, although I have nothing against the selling of any type of paper,
I wondered if they had proper authorization to be on campus. It was quite apparent
that anyone could get on and off this campus at any time without proper identification. Some people may say, So what? I say

to them you, wouldn't say so what if you
got raped or robbed. I'm sure you would
have a different attitude about the quality
of security on this college. Just several
weeks ago the school store was robbed.
The thieves somehow got on this campus,
robbed the college book store an departed
unnoticed. I'm quite sure this act was not
performed by a member of the student
body.
I believe that if the security in this college was upgraded, the potential for crime
would decrease. College is a place where
we come to learn. It should also be a place
that is safe from crime. All crimes on campus can't be stopped, but with an increase
in professionalism from our campus security many students would feel much safer.
If that is too much for a responsibility for
our present campus security, maybe it is
time for a change.
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FEATURE ARTICLE
by David Pease
Photo Editor/Communicator
We s t u d e n t s have r i g h t s and responsibilities as do all members of this
institution, and if these standards are violated it is our perogative as mature adults
to challenge any immoderate reproach that
diminishes our integrity and purpose. On
such occasions we should make use of the
grievance channels whichare in place at
this institution: department chairpersons,
ombudspersons, Dean of Students, and
Dean of Academic Affairs. We forfeit our
right to fair remediation of a problem if we
remain silent.
On Tuesday, November 15, 1983, a
voice, without malice or apprehension,
but with a sober conscience, spoke out
against the violation of the bounds of prudence.
Ms. Elaine Green, an evening student at
B.C.C. and Administrative Assistant to
Mr. Edwar Freeberg, Facilities Manager
of Gould Student Center, was allegedly
abused by Prof Lawrence Powell of the
Communication Arts and Sciences Department and Director of Theatre Workshop Ms. Green states that she was
approached in her office by Prof. Powell in
a manner unbecoming a professional, regarding the issuance of keys to the alcove
in the Playhouse of Gould Student Center.
"I tried to explain to Prof. Powell that I
was not authorized to give him any keys",
explained Ms. Green. "He threw a tantrum", she said, "picked up my desk
calendar and threw it directly in front of me
. . . a piece breaking off and grazing my
face". Ms. Green's co-workers and a
security person, who were in the office at
the time, have submitted letters of verification about the incident to Prof. Joanettia Seals, Director of Student Activities,
and Mr. Freeberg, and have agreed that no
one should suffer such degredation.
If these allegations by Ms. Green are
true, they clearly demonstrate Prof.
Powell's arrogance and disrespect of a stuFORENSIC SOCIETY
In November, six members of the BCC
forensic Society and their faculty adviser
attended the New York State Forensic
Association Intercollegiate Legislative
Assembly which met in Albany. The
Assembly provides and educational,
enjoyable, and stimulating introduction to
the legislative process as it is practised in
New York State. The Assembly is sponsored by the Honorable Stanley Fink,
Speaker of the New York State Asembly.
The topics for this year's Asembly
were: Gay Rights; Expansion of Nuclear
Power Plants; and Acid Rain. Student
Assemblymen served on one of the three
committees and worked to write a bill or
law on each of the topics. The bill could a
new law, or a revision of an existing law,
or it could be an ammendment to an existing law.
Each committee met on Thursday and
Friday in order to prepare its bill. The
writing of the bill was accomplished by the
participation of all committee members
who debated the possible wording and rewording so that the bill would be workable
and would then stand a good chance of
being passed by the entire Assembly
which met on Saturday from 9:00 a.m.
until 6:00 p.m. in the State Assembly
Chamber of the New York State Capitol
Building.
The mock assembly tried its best to create a political atmosphere. There were
committee meetings, political party meet-
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LET THE FACTS SPEAK

"Picked up my desk calender
and threw it"

'He threw a tantrum'

"A piece breaking off and grazing my face"

Prof Powell of the
Communications Arts and
Sciences Department and
Director of The Theatre Workshop

Powell's Apology

ings were party officers were elected and
party strategy was planned. To say that
there was a little wheeling and dealing for
votes would be a gross understatement.
The majority of the collegians attending
took the three days seriously and tried their
best to get their party members and school
members voted into prestigious offices,
such as, Speaker of the Assembly Clerk of
the Assembly, Parliamentarian, and member of the Central Committee.
Other schools attending were: Pace Unviersity — N.Y.C.; Lehman College,
Dutchess Community College, SUNY —
Pittsburgh, Pace University — White
Plains, St. Lawrence University, Siena
College, & Ithaca College — nine schols
and forty-seven students in all. The BCC
students were: Joann Patterson, SLelvin
Fieldings, Joe Pimentel, Cathy Diaz, Amy
Paez, and Myron Green. Professor George
Greenfield of the Department of Communication Arts and Sciences is the Faculty Adviser.
BCC earned two awards: one was a trophy awarded to Leighton Spence for his
membership on the Central Committee for
the 1983 Assembly and the other was a
trophy presented to Myron Green who was
appointed Parliamentarian for the Assembly. Joe Pimentel was elected to the Central Committee for the 1984 Assembly.
Kelvin Fieldings was appointed Sergeantat-arms for the Assembly. In addition, all
BCC participants were awarded Certificates which honored their outstanding
participation in the Assembly.

Ms. Elaine Green
Administrative Assistant
Gould Student Center 304
Dear Ms. Green:
I sincerely apologize for any anxiety
that I inadvertently caused you in your
office on Tuesday, November 15.
Sincerely,
Laurence Powell
HONOR SOCIETY
by Lawrence DeSouza
In the Bronx Chapter of Tau Alpha Pi
inducted, Dan Rottenklober, Sherwin W.
Lewis, Raphael Ortiz into its honor society. Following the initiation ceremony
was a luncheon in honor of the initiates
who were also presented each with a key
and certificate of the society.
Established in 1953 Tau Alpha Pi is a
National honor society of engineering
technologies whose goal and purpose is to
foster and promote leadership qualities,
excellence in education, integrity and
character. 'Beta Delta' the Bronx chapter
was founded in the 1960's by Professor
Fedrick J. Berger the national executive
director of Tau Alpha Pi; who along with
Dr. Lillian Gottesman Faculty adviser to
Tau Alpha Pi continue year after year
working to maintain the integrity and high
standards of Tau Alpha Pi.
Students accepted for membership into
the society must show a good scholastic
achievement by earning grade point averages of 3.5 or better, and demonstrate
good character and leadership qualities.
Lawrence De Souza
"President"
(Beta Delta) Chapter
Attending the Luncheon were:

dent who has rights and responsibilities as
a citizen of this college community.
Prof. Powell has declined commenting
on the incident, but did suggest that a conspiracy to smear his name was the work of
Prof. Seals, mr. Freeberg and other staff
members in the department. "I1 do not
want to add fuel to the fire", remarked
Prof. Powell, "I feel that Ms. Green is
being used to discredit me!"
Dr. Carl P:olowczyk, Dean of Academic Affairs, met with Prof. Powell, Dr.
Robert King, Chairman of the Department
of Communications Arts and Sciences,
Prof. Sylvia Miranda, Dean of Students,
Prof. Seals and union representatives. Dr.
Polowczyk commented that any such behavior in the future by Prof. Powell could
have "serious consequences." Dean
Miranda, referring to the incident, commented on a memorandum, "Issue was
discussed fully and a reasonable resolution
to the differences has been made."
It seems that this is not the first time
Prof. Powell's behavior has been questioned. In the May, 1981 issue of The
Communicator Prof. Powell was alleged
to have physically and verbally abused
Mr. Rafael Reyes, a former student at
B.C.C. and an employee of the Gould
Student Center Administrative Staff. Mr
Reyes charged that on April 9, 1981 he
was assaulted by Prof. Powell in the Hall
Of Fame Playhouse, shortly after a performance of "Lysistrata". When Prof.
Powell was asked about the allegations
against him, he replied, "There's a definite discrepancy between Rafael's version
and mine."
The undistinguished behavior of Prof.
Powell is, by no means, a common
characteristic of our esteemed faculty and,
in a college community where students,
administrators, faculty and auxiliary staff
must co-exisf, each component has both
rights and responsibilities to uphold. Each
should respect and conduct itself in accordance with the standards and practices
befitting an academic environment; because one is in a professorial position does
not mean that one has license to overlook
the rights of others.
(EDITORS NOTE: SEE LETTER TO
THE EDITOR)

Medical Technology
BIO/CHEM MAJORS
INTERESTED IN EMPLOYMENT
IN THE MEDICAL LABORATORY
SCIENCES?
Until March 1,1984, the Department of
Medical Technology is offering Fall 1984
Junior level and above students transfer to
the upper division program in Medical
Technology.
For further information, contact:
SUNY Stony Brook
Department of Medical Technology
School of Allied Health Professions
Health Sciences Center
Level 2, Room 048
Stonv Brook, NY 11794

Tel: (516) 444-3220
1. Prof. Fedrick J. Berger: Tau Alp;ha Pi
executive director
2. Dean Carl Polowczyk: Dean of academic affairs
3. Prof. Todorovich: Physics Dept.
4. Dr. Prince: Physics Dept.
5. Prof. Stella Lawrence: Electrical Tech.
6. Prof. Tyson: Chairman Engr. Tech Dept.
7. Lawrence De Souza: Chapter President
8. K a r e n Simmons: Chapter VicePresident
9. Members of the society.
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Bronx Community College Celebrates Kwanza
AN EXPLANATION OF KWANZA; DEC. 26th through
Jan. 1
Our Black Holy Days:
Kwanza is an African celebration that is traditional all over the African World. The
word Kwanza is a KisSwahili word meaning frist or "first fruits". Kwanza originated
when our ancestors gathered together to celebrate the harvesting of the first crops. The
harvest time was a time for enjoyment. It was a time when the work that had been put out
all year was given meaning. Everyone could actually see the fruit that their labor had
brought forth. After the harvest was over, the entire community engaged in singing,
dancing, eating and drinking. Everyone gathered together to give collective thanks for
the communal effort that had made the community prosperous. On the last day of
Kwanza there was always a gigantic Karamu (feast). Everyone in the community would
bring what they had grown as their contribution. We should always remember that
communal work and responsibility — living together, working together, sharing the
fruits of our labor, is traditional among African People.
Our recovery of Kwanza is just one aspect of our movement towards Nationhood.
When we recovered Kwanza, we rediscovered part of our African selves. Kwanza
existed centuries before Jesus of Nazareth was born. By celebrating Kwanza, we put
more meaning into our lives as people of African descent, by affirming our Black Holy
Days, we begin to create the traditions that will be passed on to yet unborn generations of
African people when we give praise where praise is due. By coming together to give
thanks and enjoy the blessing of living and working collectively we give concrete
expression to our Imani (faith) in our people and the righteousness and victory of our
struggle for self determination.

HAPPY KWANZA
by Tina Tellis
As this year comes to an end, we have
much to thank Christ for. We celebrate his
birth, but also let us celebrate ourselves.
This has been a year of many firsts. The
first Black astronaunt, Lt, Colonel Euins
Bluford flew into space, Harold Washington became the first Black Mayor of Chicago, Wilson Goode became Mayor of
Philadelphia. Vanessa Williams became
the first Black Miss America in the 62
year-old history of the pagent. And oet us
not forget our first serious Black Presidential candidate, Reverend Jesse Jackson. All of this simply says that we are
indeed qualified people. We are qualified
to be politicians, authors, scientists etc.
Yes, we have much to be thankful for.
We are on the progressive move. It is about
time. We must be careful not to falter. In
order to forge forward, we must open our

minds, be willing to put ourselves "out"
for the good of all. We must take care of
our foundations. The black male, female
relationships must keep striving for higher
levels of understanding and compassion.
In searching our souls, we can help one
another.
While we celebrate and bring good
cheer to all, plan for the year to come. Set
your goals and reach for them. This should
be the beginning for all new things to
come. We have the ability to prosper and
enrich ourselves, we can leave behind the
old self-doubts and resignations. We have
entered a new phase. We can make the new
opportunities work for us. It is up to us to
make it work, cultivate it. We are a strong
people, able to survive all odds. We must
do what we have to. We have much to be
happy for and we are capable of great
accomplishments. Happy Kwanza to all!

HOLIDAY
Let's Celebrate the Holidays
Together at your

College Bookstore
Wonderful Gift Ideas At
Great Savings

Our 20% Off Sale
Campus Wear
Children's Books
1984 Decorative Calendars
Best Sellers - Cloth & Paperbacks
Calculators
Campus Ceramics
Stuffed Animals

20%
Off List

40% Off List

An Extra Special Holiday Gift
The New 1983 American Heritage Dictionary -

30% Off

Happy Holidays —
We look forward to seeing you.
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The Night The Lights Went out at BCC
by W. Cornelius Woods
The colossal imposing figure stood statuesquily against the dismal, gray, Bronx
sky. Like worshipers bowing to an idol the
people huddled under athe great pillars to
get out of the cold, damp wind. At last the
people cried out, "no school today the
mighty Tech Two's lights are out."
How can this possibility occur? After
all, millions have been spent on a powerhouse to supply the campus with electricity and steam heat. What could have been
the malfunction on November 16, 1983?
"The electrical power failure was
ucased by computer and mechanical
breakdown," said Dean Donald Cancienne, the man in charge of buildings and
grounds for Bronx Community College.
Human error was not at fault, and in
actuality the B.C.C. personnel were only
involved in a periplieral manner; stated the
Dean "The powerhouse is by D.A.S.N.Y.
(Doimnitory Authority of the State of New
York) and run by a private engineering
contractor, contracted by and paid for by
D.A.S.N.Y."
Our B.C.C. engineers are actually beginning the learning process in order to run
the powerhouse, and make it work effectively and efficiently."
"The concept is in produce power that
is cost effective, energy efficient and economically with excess power produced being sold back to Con Kd at a profit to the
school, which in turn would go towards

our students by the way of new campus
facilities".
The powerhouse, although only a few
years old, has been on the drawing board
for 10 years.
Originally planned at the time of the
B.C.C. takeover of the New York University campus in 1973, budget cuts and the
New York City fiscal crisis forced a delay
in the plans.
These plans are not yet complete. The
steam line and power lines in the ground
are from the original system and have to be
updated.
New construction is still planned and
still needs to be initiated.
The B.C.C. high pressure steam and
electrical engineers are at this time still
being trained on the new system.
The B.C.C. administration has promised the campus will return to Con Ed
power until the system is S"buy free",
certified by the New York State Power
Authority, and released by D.A.S.N.Y. to
be run under the auspices of Bronx Community College.
Individually run powerplants are the
wave of the future. Co-op city was one of
the first to institute this concept into prality. B.C.C., as N.Y.U. did for 30 years
before must retain innovative and original
to remain the number one community college in the C.U.N.Y. system of the city
colleges, said Dean Cancienne. No classes
for one day, to be made up later is a small
price to pay.

ELECTRICAL POWER PLANT

BLACK and PUERTO RICAN
STUDIES are FLOUNDERING
When I was a student at B.C.C. from
1970 to 1972, the members of the Black
Students Union (of which I was President)
and the Puerto Rican Students Union
formed an alliance to push for ethnic
courses and more Black and Hispanic instructors. It was a difficult struggle, but
within the space of one year a Black and
Puerto Rican Studies Option was created.
People rushed to sign up for these courses
and they all thrived for several years!
Nowadays, however, at least half of the
courses are no longer offered and the few
which remain are in danger of being
phased out. Why? Because students no
longer seem interested in learning about
their cultures and heritages. These days
many students claim not to have time to
take these courses because they're not
majoring in Black or Puerto Rican Studies.
One should realize, though, that each of
these courses is a bonafide elective regareless of what your major is! The added
feature is that, while you're earning cirdits
toward your degree, you're also learning
more about yourself, your own hostory
and culture.
In addition to this, there are some career
objectives, and some very good ones, for
people who major in Black Studies and/or
Puerto Rican Studies. It is certainly worth
checking into because it seems a waste for
all these courses to flounder and sink after
so much time and effort went into fighting
for them!
The black/Hispanic Faculty and staff
Association, many of whom were around
when the option was instituted, and some
of whom taught or still teach the courses,
feel the loss of these courses also. This
academic year the Association is taking
the initiative to spread the word about
ethnic courses still available, but, in the
long run, it will be up to you the student to
see that they remain on the books.

For more information about the courses
available, to find out how to get some
others going again, and to discuss possible
career options, you may contact one of the
Black and Puerto Rican Studies Option
advisors; Prof. Geraldyne Diallo (TT-416.
220-6316) or Prof. Luis Pinto (TT-510,
220-6155)
Remember: "People who don't know
their history are bound to repeat it!"
by C.D. Grant

TOUGH PROBLEM????
NEED HELP???
SEETHE

OMBUDSPERSON
DR. J. JECHTER
220-6437

Courses which have been offered in the
past are:
1) Black Writers in American Literature (ENG 53)
2) History of Puerto Rico and the Caribbean (HIS 39)
3) History of Africa (HIS 35)
4) Puerto Rican Literature and Culture
II (SPN 31)
5) Afro American and Puerto Rican
Spokesmen (CMS 71)
6) Black History (ENG 54)
7) Afro American History (HIS 37)
8) Intro to Music with Emphasis on
Non-Western Cultures MUS 12)
9) Art of Africa and North America
(ART 51)
10) African and Caribbean Dance (PEA
46)
11) Intro to Western and Non-Western
Culture (ART 12)
12) Puerto Rican Literature and Culture I (SPN 30)

TENURED FACULTY PERSON: TEACHING HEALTH
EDUCATION AND BUSINESS COURSES.
NOMINATED BY STUDENTS AND ELECTED BY THE
COLLEGE SENATE FOR TWO YEARS.
SERVES THE COLLEGE AS AN EXCEPTIONAL
CHANNEL FOR PROBLEMS WHEN THE NORMAL
ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS DON'T SEEM TO
WORK.
OMBUDSPERSON CAN INVESTIGATE STUDENT
COMPLAINTS CONCERNING UNFAIRNESS,
DISCOURTESY, DELAY AND DETERMINE THE
VALIDITY OF THE COMPLAINT. RESOLVE SUCH
MATTERS. REPORTS TO THE PRESIDENT AT
LEAST ONCE PER SEMESTER. HAS ACCESS TO ALL
PERTINENT RECORDS AND THE RIGHT TO ASK
QUESTIONS OF ANY MEMBER OF THE COLLEGE
AND RECEIVE FULL AND COMPLETE ANSWERS.

HOURS
STUDENTS MONDAY 1:30 — 3:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 2:30 — 5:00 p.m.
BY APPOINTMENT CALL 220-6437

LOEW 307
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THE FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE IS SUBJECT TO LAST
MINUTE CHANGES. YOU ARE THEREFORE ADVISED TO
CHECK THE UPDATED SCHEDULE WHICH IS POSTED ON
THE FIRST FLOOR OF PHILOSOPHY HALL.
WED. JAN. 4, 1984
9-11 AM
BUS
51-1268
BUS
51-1269
BUS
51-1270
ELC
11-1703
ELC
11-1704
ENG
01-1801
ENG
01-1804
ENG
01-1805
ENG
01-1806
ENG
01-1807
ENG
01-1808
ENG
01-1809
ENG
01-1810
ENG
01-1811
ENG
01-1812
ENG
01-1813
ENG
01-1814
ENG
01-1815
ENG
01-1816
ENG
01-1817
ENG
01-1818
ENG
01-1819
ENG
01-1820
ENG
01-1821
ENG
01-1822
ENG
01-1823
ENG
01-1895
ENG
01-1896
ENG
01-1897
ENG
01-1898
ENG
01-1899
ENG
01-1900
ENG
01-1901
ENG
01-1802
ENG
O1-1SO3
ELS
11-3398
ELS
11-3399
ELS
11-3400
HLT
97-2131
*MTH
31-2464
*MTH
31-2465
*MTH
32-2466
*MTH
33-2467
*MTH
34-2468
MUS
50-2843
MUS
72-2852
NUR
31-ALL
NUR
36-ALL
OCD
01-3602
OCD
01-3606
OCD
01-3686
PEA
11-2003
SHO
11-3136
TYP
11-3156
TYP
12-3161
TYP
13-3164
WPR
21-3183
WED JAN. 4, 1984
11: 15-1:15 PM
COM
31-3111
DAT
30-1319
DAT
30-1301
DAT
30-1303
DAT
30-1303
DAT
30-1305
DAT
30-1307
DAT
30-1308
DAT
30-1309
DAT
30-1320
DAT
30-1321
DAT
40-1315
DAT
40-1316
ELC
12-4062
ELC
35-1707
HLT
91-2118
HLT
91-2122
LAW
41-1333
LAW
41-1334
MTH01 -ALL DAY SEC-

TIONS
MTH
MTH
NUR
OCD
PEA
PEA
PEA
SHO
SHO
SHO
TYP

04-2441
04-2442
32-ALL
01-3617
11-2008
12-2017
21-2020
12-3137
13-3138
17-3140
11-3157

WED. JAN. 4, 1984
1:30-3:30 PM
BIO
72-4014
BUS
41-1266
BUS
41-1267
DAT
32-1313
DAT
32-1314
DAT
32-1322
FRN
11-2601
FRN
11-2602
MTH
13-2453
MTH
13-2454
NUR
34-ALL
OCD
01-3620
OCD
01-3624
OCD
01-3691
PEA
11-2015
PEA
21-2024
PEA
41-2033
PHY
01-3051
SPN 11-ALL DAY SECTIONS
SPN 12-ALL DAY SECTIONS
TYP
12-3163
TYP
13-3166
WED. JAN. 4, 1984
3L45-5:45 PM
ELC
25-1706
ELC
92-1708
ELC
98-1709
LAW
17-1331
MTH 02-ALL DAY SECTIONS
MTH 03-ALL DAY SECTIONS
OCD
01-3629
OCD
01-3633
OCD
01-3636
TYP
11-3156
TYP
11-3159
TYP
1103160
WED. JAN. 4, 1984
6:00-8:00 PM
NO EXAMINATIONS —
CLASSES ARE BEING
HELD ON A WEDNESDAY SCHEDULE
WED. JAN. 4, 1984
8:15-10:15 PM
NO EXAMINATIONS —
CLASSES ARE BEING
HELD ON A WEDNESDAY SCHEDULE

* - 3 HR EXAMINATION
8:00 AM-11:00 AM
6:00 PM-9:00 PM
THURSDAY, JAN. 5,
1984
9:00-11:00 AM
ART
10-2756
ART
10-2775
CHM
22-1417
ESL 01-ALL DAY SEC-

TIONS
ESL 02-ALL DAY SECTIONS
HLT
93-2127
11-1341
MKT
11-1342
MKT
MTH
35-2469
10-2826
MUS
33-ALL
NUR
37-ALL
NUR
01-3607
OCD
OCD
01-3687
11-2004
PEA
11-3058
PHY
PHY 21 ALL DAY SECTIONS
32-3056
PHY
RDL 02 ALL DAY SECTIONS
14-3139
SHO
18-3141
SHO
12-3162
TYP
13-3165
TYP
11-3181
WPR
THURSDAY, JAN. 5,
1984
11:15-1;15 PM
BIO 11-ALL DAY SECTIONS
BIO 23-ALL DAY SECTIONS
BUS 10-ALL DAY SECTIONS
ECO 11-ALL DAY SECTIONS
ELC 1O-ALL DAY SECTIONS
NUR
35-ALL
OCD
01-3612
PEA
12-2018
PEA
21-2021
WPR
21-3184
THURSDAY, JAN. 5,
1984
1:30-3:30 PM
ART
10-2758
BIO 24-ALL DAY SECTIONS
BUS 11-ALL DAY SECTIONS
CHM 02-ALL DAY SECTIONS
HLT
91-2125
MTH 06-ALL DAY SECTIONS
OCD
01-3625
OCD
01-3626
PEA
41-2034
WRP
12-3182
THURSDAY, JAN. 5,
1984
3:45-5;45 PM
BIO 28-ALL DAY SECTIONS
EDU
,,
10-4181
ELC
21-1705
HIS 10-ALL DAY SECTIONS
OCD
01-3630
OCD
01-3634
* - 3 HR FINAL EXAMINATION
8:00-11:00 AM
6:00-9:00 PM
THURSDAY, JAN.
5, 1984
6:00-8:00 PM
BIO
74-8014

BUS
51-5255
BUS
51-5256
ENGO 1-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
ENG02-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
ESL
11-7393
OCD
01-7604
PEA
21-6002
*PHY
21-7051
*PHY
31-7052
*PHY
33-7053
*PHY
61-7054
THURSDAY, JAN.
5, 1984
8:15-10:15 PM
BIO
24-5008
BIO
24-5008
DAT30-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
HLT
91-6113
MKT 11-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
MTHO 1-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
MTH06-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
OCD
01-7607
FRIDAY, JAN. 6,
1984
9:00-11:00 AM
CHM 11-ALL DAY
SECTIONS
BIO
46-4012
CHM 17-ALL DAY
SECTIONS
ENG 02-ALL DAY
SECTIONS
HLT
91-2111
HLT
91-2112
HLT
91-2113
HLT
94-2130
NUR
38-ALL
OCD
01-3603
OCD
01-3608
OCD
01-3690
PEA
24-2026
*PEA
31-2039
*PHY
22-3060
*PHY 31-ALL DAY
SECTIONS
*PHY
51-3057
FRIDAY, JAN. 6,
1984
11:15-1:15 PM
ACC 11-ALL DAY
SECTIONS
BIO 18-ALL DAY
SECTIONS
BIO
25-1019
BIO
73-1028
HLT
91-2114
HLT
91-2115
HLT
91-2116
MEC 10-ALL DAY
SECTIONS
OCD
01-3613
OCD
01-3618
OCD
01-3688
PEA
11-2009
PEA
11-2010
PEA
11-2011
PEA
35-2031
PEA
82-2037
PHM
10-ALL
RDL 01-ALL DAY
SECTIONS
SOC
35-3310
FRIDAY, JAN. 6,
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1984
1:30-3:30 PM
ACC 12-ALL DAY
SECTIONS
OCD
01-3621
PEA
11-2031
PEA
35-2032
PSY 11-ALL DAY
CMS
11-1527
CMS
11-1529
CMS
11-1530
CMS
12-1540
CMS
60-1545
DAT
43-1318
EDU
10-3351
ENG
13-1857
ENG
13-1858
ENG
13-1861
ENG
14-1873
ENG
15-1875
FIN
31-1326
HIS
37-2222
HLT
91-2124
HLT
93-2128
LAW
65-1336
MUS
11-2829
MUS
54-2846
MUS
70-2850
NTR
11-4141
OCD
01-3622
PEA
31-2027
PSY
41-3253
RDL
05-3464
SEC
34-3121

* - 3 HR FINAL EXAMINATION
8:00-11:00 AM
6:00-9:00 PM
MONDAY, JAN. 9,1984
3:45-5:45 PM
ART
21-2767
ART
71-2773
CMS
11-1532
CMS
12-1541
EDU
26-4184
ELC
12-4063
ENG
13-1865
LAW
18-1332
OCD
01-3627
OCD
01-3631
PEA
46-2035
PHM
11-3003
SOC 11-ALL DAY SECTIONS
MONDAY, JAN. 9, 1984
6:00-8:00 PM
ACC 11-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
BIO
72-8012
CHM 02-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
ELC 10-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
HLT
91-6111
MTH 02-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
MTH 03-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
*MTH30-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
*MTH
31-6431
*MTH
32-6432
*MTH
33-6433
OCD
01-7603
PEA
11-6001
PSY
22-7240
SEC
41-7122
SHO
11-7136
SHO
13-7138
SHO
17-7139
WPR
22-8163
MONDAY, JAN. 9, 1984

8:15-10:15 PM
BIO 11-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
BIO 23-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
BUS 11-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
OCD
01-7605
PSY
41-7242
RDL 01-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
RDL 02-ALL EVENING
SECTIONS
TYP
12-7156
TYP
12-7157
TYP
13-7158
TUESDAY, JAN. 10,
1984
9:00-11:00 AM
ACC
13-1209
ART
11-2760
ART
21-2766
AST 11-ALL DAY SECTIONS
AST 12-ALL DAY SECTIONS
AVT
12-1602
BIO
12-1005
BIO
26-1020
CMS
03-1503
CMS
03-1504
CMS
11-1513
CMS
11-1518
CMS
12-1536
CMS
12-1538
ENG
13-1851
ENG
13-1852
ENG
14-1868
GEO
10-2376
LAW
95-1338
*MEC
11-1753
MTH
12-2449
MTH
14-2455
MTH
15-2456
MTH
23-2459
MUS
25-2836
MUS
41-2840
MUS
43-2842
MUS
71-2851
OCD
01-3605
OCD
01-3685
PEA
11-2002
PEA
81-2036
PSY
35-3251
SPN
15-2670
SPN
16-2671
SPN
17-2672
SPN
22-2675
TUESDAY, JAN. 10,
1984
11:15-1:14 PM
BIO
41-1024
BIO
74-4015
CMS
03-1505
CMS
10-1509
CMS
11-1522
CMS
11-1523
CMS
11-1525
CMS
11-1547
CMS
11-1548
CMS
22-1544
CMS
66-4052
ENG
13-1854
ENG
13-1887
ENG
14-1870
ENG
19-1878
HIS
22-2221
HLT
91-2119
HLT
91-2120
MTH
12-2450
MTH
45-2470
MUS
10-2827
MUS
18-2831
MUS
51-2844

MUS
MUS
OCD
OCD
OCD
PEA
PSY

61-2847
65-2848
01-3611
01-3615
01-3616
21-2023
43-3255

TUESDAY, JAN. 10,
1984
1:30-3:30 PM
ACC 14-ALL DAY SECTIONS
ART
11-2763
ART
71-2772
AVT
13-1603
BIO
22-4011
CMS
11-1528
CMS
11-1531
EDU
16-3352
ENG
13-1859
ENG
13-1860
ENG
13-1863
ENG
13-1864
ENG
14-1872
ENG
14-1874
ENG
18-1877
HLT
91-2123
HLT
93-2129
MKT
43-1345
MTH
12-2451
MTH
12-2452
MTH
12-2479
MTH
12-2480
OCD
01-3619
OCD
01-3623
OCD
01-3689
PEA
11-2014
PSY
42-3254
RDL
21-3465
SPN
18-2673
SPN
19-2674
TUESDAY, JAN. 10,
1984
3:45-5:45 PM
ART
41-2770
BIO
43-1026
CMS
11-1533
CMS
11-1535
CMS
12-1542
EDU
24-4182
ELC
12-4064
ENG
13-1866
MEC
45-4065
OCD
01-3628
OCD
11-3636
SEC
45-9921
* - 3 HR FINAL EXAMINATION
8:00-11:00 AM
6:00-9:00 PM
TUESDAY, JAN. 10,
1984
6:00-8:00 PM
ACC
12-5204
ACC
12-5207
ACC
14-5206
AST
11-7091
AST
12-7092
BIO
15-5003
BIO
28-5010
BIO
41-5011
CHM
17-5405
CMS
10-5501
CMS
11-5503
CMS
11-5508
DAT
43-5308
ECO
11-7201
ELC
11-5701
ELC
12-8063
ELC
35-5704
ELC
45-8065
ENG
13-5814

ENG
ENG
SECTIONS

13-5825
14-5819

FRIDAY, JAN. 6,
1984
3:45-5:45 PM
NO
EXAMINATIONS
SCHEDULED
FRIDAY, JAN. 6,
1984
6:00-8:00 PM
NO
EXAMINATIONS
SCHEDULED
FRIDAY, JAN. 6,
1984
8:15-10:15 PM
NO
EXAMINATIONS
SCHEDULED
SATURDAY, JAN.
7, 1984
9:00-1:00 AM
ACC
11-8521
ART
11-8631
BIO
11-8511
BIO
23-8512
BUS
11-8522
CHM
02-8541
CMS
11-8551
COM
31-8661
DAT
30-8523
ECO
11-8671
ENG
01-8571
ENG
02-8572
ENG
13-8573
ENG
13-8574
HIS
91-8591
HLT
91-8587
LAW
47-8533
LAW
65-8534
MUS
10-8621
PEA
11-8581
PEA
11-8583
PEA
12-8582
PSY
11-8672
RDL
01-8681
RDL
02-8682
SPN
11-8611
SATURDAY, JAN.
7, 1984
11:15-1:15 PM
CMS
11-8552
HIS
10-8592
HLT
91-8588
HLT
93-8589
LAW
41-8531
LAW
45-8532
LAW
89-8535
MUS
11-8622
OCD
01-8691
OCD
01-8692
PEA
22-8584
PEA
41-8586
SOC
11-8673
MONDAY, JAN. 9,
1984
9:00-11:00 AM
ART
22-2768
ART
81-2774
BIO
15-1006
BIO
75-1029
*CHM
18-1416
*CHM
31-1418
*CHM
32-1419
CMS
11-1512
CMS
11-1515
CMS
11-1517
CMS
11-1519

CMS
11-1520
CMS
11-1521
CMS
12-1537
ECO
12-3204
ENG
13-1849
ENG
13-1850
ENG
13-1855
ENG
14-1867
LAN
15-ALL
MKT
18-1343
MTH
21-2457
MTH
21-2481
*MTH 30-ALL DAY
SECTIONS
MUS
11-2828
MUS
40-2839
MUS
42-2841
OCD
01-3601
OCD
01-3604
OCD
01-3637
OCD
01-3683
OCD
01-3684
PEA
11-2001
PEA
22-2025
PEA
81-2038
PHL
90-3216
POL
11-3226
PSY
41-3252
PSY
81-3257
SPN
13-2669
SPN
31-2677
MONDAY, JAN. 9,
1984
11:15-1:15 PM
ART
10-2757
AVT
11-1601
BIO
44-1027
CMS
01-1501
CMS
12-1539
CNS
11-1524
DAT
41-1317
ENG
13-1853
ENG
13-1856
ENG
13-1885
ENG
13-1886
ENG
13-1869
ENG
16-1876
FRN
12-2603
GER
11-2621
GER
12-2622
GER
13-2623
HLT
91-2117
HLT
91-2121
HLT
92-2126
ITL
11-2641
ITL
11-2642
ITL
13-3643
LAW
47-1335
LAW
82-1337
MKT
33-1344
MUS
52-2845
MUS
70-2849
OCD
01-3609
OCD
01-3610
OCD
01-3614
PEA
11-2007
PEA
11-2012
PEA
21-2022
PSY
31-3250
RDL
05-3463
SOC
34-3309
SPN
25-2676
MONDAY, JAN. 9,
1984
1:30-3:30 PM
ART
11-2761
ART
11-2762
ART
11-2776
ART
21-2767
AVT
22-1604
BIO
71-4013
CMS
01-1502
ESL
01-7391
HLT
93-6114
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LAW
LAW
*MEC
MEC
MTH
MTH
MTH
MUS
OCD
PSY
SEC
SOC
SPN
SPN
SPN
TYP
WPR
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47-5333
72-5334
11-5751
31-5753
04-6419
12-6423
14-6426
11 1* -6826
V"^u
017861
42-7243
47-9922
11-7301
11-6661
13-6663
21-6664
14-8161
21-8162

TUESDAY, JAN. 10,
1984
8:15-10:15 PM
CMS
11-5505
CMS
11-5509
CMS
12-5507
ENG
13-5816
ENG
13-5817
ENG
13-5826
HIS 10- ALL EVENING
SECTIONS

MKT
41-5344
OCD
01-7606
PSY 11 -ALL EVENING
SESCTIONS
SPN
12-6662
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 11,
1984
NO DAY F I N A L EXAMINATIONS ARE
SCHEDULED
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 11,
1984
6:00-8:00 PM
ACC
13-5205
ART
11-6756
BIO
18-5004
BIO
43-5012
BIO
44-5013
BIO
50-5014
BUS
10-5251
BUS
41-5254
CHM
11-5403
CHM
12-5404
CHM
18-5406
CMS
11-5502
CMS
12-5506
DAT
40-5306
DAT
41-5307

ELC
ELC
ELC
ENG
ENG
ELS
FIN
HLT
MKT
MTH
MTH
OCD
PEA
POL
SOC

21-5702
38-5705
95-5706
13-5813
14-5818
02-7392
33-5326
91-6112
13-5343
12-6422
13-6425
01-7602
35-6003
11-7226
35-7303

WED
WEDNESDAY,
JAN. 11,
1984

}
8:15-10:15
PM
11-5504
CMS
13-5815
ENG
LAW
41-5331
LAW
41-5332
12-6424
LAW
11-7302
SOC
* - 3 HR. FINAL EX/>
AMINATION
8:00-11:00
AM
8
6:00-9:00
PM
6

ARTS
And a Nightingale Sang . . .
by Alma D. Dash
And a Nightingale Sang . . .
Play By C.P. Taylor
With Joan Allen, John Carp;enter, Robert
Cornthwaite, Peter Friedman, Francis
Guinan, Moira McCanna Harris, Beverly
May
At the Mitzi E. Newhouse Theatre at Lincoln Center
And a Nightingale Sang is simple,
warm, exciting, and funny. "Nightingale" takes us inside the Stott family household during the years of W.W. II, in Britain.
The Stott family members include Mr.
Stott, (John Carpenter) who as the warden
is put in charge of getting everyone into the
shelter during the air raids. Mr. Stott also
opens and closes each of the six scenes
with loud piano playing music as he sings
to the top of his lungs. Mrs. Stott (Beverly
May) is a religious fanatic who always
runs to her religious idle "The Lady" in
times of trouble and disgrace with her
family. Brand de Andie (Robert Cornthwaite) travels from house to house carrying with him a basket in which he keeps his
cat, whom he is trying to save from the
war. He also preaches that mankind are no
good, and that only the animals and plants
should live. Joyce, (Moira McCanna Harris) is the younger daughter who marries a
soldier (Francis Guinam and sleeps around
when he's on leave, Joyce is also confused
as to whether or not the child she might be
carrying is her husbands or someone elses.
Helen, (Joan Allen) who is crippled, and
as plain as the gray flannel dress she wears;
changes her appearance when she falls in

love with Norman (Peter Friedman) who is
married and has a child living back in
Birmingham, which he visits when he
doesn't visit Helen, and plans to go back to
after the war.
The audience watches as Helen narrates
the anguish, love, hate, jealousy, and fear
that the Stott family faces.
I liked this simple little play, it isn't a
big production with lavish sets, and big
musical scores and a lot of mumbo jumbo
dialogue. The lighting by Kevin Rigdon is
fabulous, it takes us to a ballroom dance
floor, and a big red barnyard fire.
If a night of light, humorous entertainment is in mind; "A Nightingale Sings"
the right tune.

RASHOMON
by Alma D. Dash
With: Eddie A. Alacan, O.K. Dillard,
Lonice Ford, Cheryl Gadsden, Israel Gonzalez, Donna Batson-Roberts, David S.
Sampson Sr., Seth Steve Shelton, Luis
Vasquez
Directed and designed by Prof. Laurence Powell of the Communications Arts
& Science Dept.
Choregraphed by Prof. Charlotte Honda
of the Health & Physical Education Dept.
Rashmon a two act drama by Fay &
Michael Kanin, based on stories by
Ryunosuke Akutagawa.
November 17-20 1983 the Bronx Community College Theatre Workshop presented Rashomon, 3 tales of rape and murder in a forest outside two gates of
Rashomon.

JEWISH LIFE IN AMERICA: MAJOR EXHIBITION AT N.Y.P.L.
TO OPEN IN JANUARY
The history of Jews in America — and
their impact on New York City — will be
the focus of a major exhibition at the Central Research Library at Fifth Avenue and
42nd Street from January 6 through March
9. The documentary exhibition illustrates
the development and contribution of Jews
in America from their arrival in New Amsterdam in 1654 to the present. It consists
of vivid photographic reproductions of
prints, painting and artifacts from noted
institutions across the nation as well as
nearly 100 original items from the collections of The New York Public Library.
Guided tours will be offered and a series of
seven lectures will take place at the Library in conjunction with the exhibit.
The core of the exhibition, entitled
"Jewish Life in America: Fulfilling the
American Dream", was assembled as a
traveling show under the sponsorship of
the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith and the American Jewish Historical
Society. It opened to critical acclaim in
Washington, D.C., then travelled to The
Flagler Museum in Palm Beach and will
continue to Cleveland, Detroit and Berkeley after its 2-month stay in New York.
The nearly two hundred photographic
reproductions in the core exhibit are divided into 5 major chronological sections.
They range from a Gilbert Stuart portrait
of a Jewish aide to George Washington to

modem views of contemporary Jewish life
in New York City.
The original manuscripts, rare books,
prints, photographs and memorabilia from
the collections of The New York Public
Library will be integrated into the core
exhibit. Featured will be the first Hebrew
grammar published in America (Boston,
1735); the first Hebrew Bible published in
America (Phila., 1814); photographs of
Jewish subjects by Lewis Hine; letters
from Eddie Cantor, Leonard Bernstein,
Jack Benny and other noted performing
arts celebrities;memorabilia relating to
leading actors of the Yiddish theatre.
"Jewish Life in America" has been curated by Allon Schoener who has acted as
consultant and exhibition designer to the
Smithsonian Institute, the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and the Library of Congress. He has been assisted in this New
York exhibition by Dr. Leonard Gold,
Chief of the Jewish Division, and other
curators of The New York Public Library.
The series of seven free Wednesday
evening lectures, co-sponsored by ADL
and The N.Y.P.L., will include noted author, Cynthia Oziek, Dr. Deborah-Moore
of Vassar College, and Dr. Leonard Gold
of The New York Public Library. Seating
will be limited to advance registration.
An illustrated catalogue of the exhibit
will be available by mail for $10 per copy
from the Anti-Defamation League Publications Department (823 United Nations
Plaza) or at The New York Public Library
during the course of the exhibition.
Color and black & white photographs
are available.

REVIEW
"X"

goal. Hard work will bring you a profit.
Alma D. Dash
And that's a very important role.
"X" the rock n roll band which hails
DOONESBURY
from Los Angeles, held a college press
by Alma D. Dash
confrence at Elekra Records to pormote
With Barbara Andres, Mark Linntheir latest album, X-More Fun In the New
Baker, Gary Beach, Reathel Bean,
World.
Ralph Bruneau, Kate Burton, Laura
The group's name X, which according
Dean, Albert Maklin, Peter Shawn,
to founder, singer and bassest John Doe,
Keith Szarabajka, Lauren Tom
has many meanings, and is seen as a symBook & Lyrics by Garry Trudeau
bol rather than a name.
Directed by Jacques Levy
The press confrence which I thought
Music by Elizabeth Swados
was going to be a total bore, turned out to
At the Biltmore Threatre 261 West47th
be rather interesting. Exene Cervenka, X's
Street
lead female singer, and songwriter sat at
Gary Trudeau's hit comic strip
the table with her hands and arms covered
"DOONESBURY" leaps off the pages of
with red and blue lines, stars, and all other
newspapers to anew life on the Broadway
kinds of art work; being more interested in
stage.
picking the lint off of her jacket than the
The time is graduation weekend, the
questions being asked. Billy Zoom, the
place is Walden an off-campus house
group's guitarist, sat at the far end of the
wher, Mike Doonesbury, (Ralph
table striking up indivudual conversations
Bruneau) B.D., (Keith Szarabajka)
with students while bigger issues were be, Boopsie, (Laura Dean) Mark, (Mark
ing duscussed. D.J. Bonebreak, thei- Linn-Baker) anddZonker, (Albert Mackgroup's drummer and percussionist sat
tin) talk about their plans for life after
there looking dazed and out of it.
graduation.
It's a good thing X's music isn't anyMile Doonesbury, a CPA student who
thing like their attitude at the press conplans his life around minutes and
frence. More Fun In The New World is
seconds, plans how long it will take him to
filled with funky, dazzy, punky music, on
propose to his girlfriend JJ. (ate Burton)
such cuts as Devil Doll, Breathless, True
an art student., B.C. 'splans after college
Love, and I See Red. X's latest album
is to be a big football star., Boopsie plans
More Fun In The New World is X-cellent.
to be the lead female singer in her group
DREAMS
Muffy and the Topsiders., Mark, wants
by Lester Gunter.
to have his own radio program, and this
Rese assure your dreams can come true.
time he wants to get paid for it., and
It matters not what you seek as a career.
Zonker, well Zonker really has no plans,
Cofidence, endurance and deligence
that is until his uncle Duke, (Gary Beach)
combined makes a team you can count
asks him to work for him when he transon to get you somewhere.
forms the Walden campus house into a
Dreams can be healthy It depends all on
condo.
you. Whatever it is to which you aspire
The Doonesbury cast lights up the
through hard work can come true.
stage with terrific music (Elizabeth SwaInvest in your dreams. Make them your
dos) and dance (Margo Sappingtom).
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Career Orientation
Success in college often means getting ,
the correct information and complying
with college rules and regulations. New
students need to develop basic college survival skills in the areas of academic life,
setting career goals, time management,
classroom politics, assessment of instructor demands, and utilization of library
and other college resources. The Freshman Orientation Course (OCD 01) helps
students with such needs. Professor Carl
Saueracker, Coordinator of Counseling,
has indicated that the course is an absolute
MUST for all entering students.
There is a big difference between a
"career" and "job," says Dr. William

Kleiber, Coordinator of Career Counseling. A 'job' is what one does in a typical
working day whereas a 'career' is a composite of the succession of jobs a person
holds in a lifetime. Career decisionmaking requires a comprehensive examination of one's values, skills, abilities
and interests, and their relationship to the
job market. This is the focus of a new
course titled Career Development (OCD
11) which is offered for the first time this
fall. Taking this course will put you on the
right track towards a personally satisfying
career. To register for this course, a student must have completed OCD 01 and 30
college credits.

D O W N E Y O F F E R S C O N - research and correspondence. The local
district program ecphasizes constituent
GRESSIONAL INTERNSHIP
Washington D.C. — If you are a student service and case work, as well as legislawho watches C-Span Congressional tive research. Both programs involve
Coverage, reads the Washington page of some routing office work and are for the
the daily paper, or has ever thought' 'there full semester.
"A Congressional Internship is an exoughta be a law", Rep. Thomas J. Dowcellent opportunity for any student to work
ney (D-N.Y.) has an opportunity for you.
within the political process," Rep. DowDowney is offering undergraduate and
ney said. "We need responsible, capable
graduate students the opportunity to work
people — there's a great deal to be done
within his Congressional office and gain
and a great deal to be learned."
first hand experience in the legislative and
Students can apply for an internship by
political process.
sending a letter, resume (including at least
Several full-time internships will be one reference), and a short writing sample
available during the upcoming spring to: Kathleen tynan, Intern Coordinator,
semester in both his Washington, D.C. 303 Cannon, Washington, D.C. 20515.
Office and his Long Island district office. The telephone number in Washington is
The Washington program emphasizes 202-225-3335. Applicants should state in
issue-oriented work, including legislative which office they would like to work.

The Asia Society
The Asia Society will present samulNori, 4 nights of Korean folk-festival music and dance, at the Asia Society, 725 Park
Ave at 70th Street.
Samul-Nori an ensemble of four virtuoso Korean drummer/dance ritulas,
which grew out of playing in the fields.
The dancers in this lively performance are:
Duk Su Kim, Kwang Su Lee, Chong Si
Choi, and Young Bae Kim. The four percussion instruments used in Samul-Nori
that make this performance so intense and
rhythmic are: the Changgo, an hour-glass
shaped drum, the Puk, a large barrel rum,
and two gongs, a large Ching, and A small
Kwaenggwari, which provides the melodic and rhythmis patterns.
The program which consists of three
parts beginning with Binari, a ritual shan-

man ceremony, Pan-Jut, a performance of
shaman music which is strong and repitous, Nongak, a lively dance with colorful costumes, and long ribbons which are
swirled around on the dancers heads as the
dancers dance, and perform acrobatic
feats. In this powerful finale the audiences
are permitted to join the performers on
stage.
So, for four nights of live, powerful
music, dance and excitement go down to
The Asia Society located at 725 Park Ave
at 70th Street November 17-20 at 8:00
p.m.
There will be pre-performances at 7:30.
Korean delicacies will be served uring intermission. Tickets are $20,00. For more
information please call (212) 288-6400
Ext. 286

STUDENT PARKING SPRING 1984
The Sale of Student Parking Permits For The 1984 Spring
Semester Will Follow The Schedule Listed Below:
JANUARY 31 TUESDAY FROM 9:00 A.M. to 7:00
FEBRUARY 1 WEDNES-P.M.
DAY
FROM 9;00 A.M. to 7:00
FEBRUARY 2 THURDAY P.M.
FEBRUARY 3 FRIDAY FROM 9:00 A.M. to 4:45
FEBRUARY 6 MONDAY P.M.
FEBRUARY 7 TUESDAY FROM 9:00 A.M. to 4:45
P.M.
FROM 9:00 A.M. to 7:00
P.M.
FROM 9:00 A.M. to 7:00
P.M.
Sale of Permits Will Terminate When Limited Supply is Exhausted.
PROCEDURE
1) REPORT TO ROOM 211 SOUTH HALL
2) BRING I.D. OR BURSAR'S RECEIPT
3) BRING A BALL POINT PEN
4) BRING CERTIFIED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE OUT TO BRONX
COMMUNITY COLLEGE (NO CASH OR PERSONAL CHECKS WILL BE
ACCEPTED)
DAY STUDENT PARKING — $22.00 (from 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.)
EVENING STUDENT PARKING — $17.00 (from 4:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.)
5) HAVE CAR OWNERSHIP INFORMATION WITH YOU.
6) HAVE CAR INSURANCE INFORMATION WITH YOU (COMPANY NOT
AGENT)

Equal Rights — When Will It Be
Allowed in America?
by Jacqueline Pegues
Although many people are familiar with
the fact that women have proved their
equality in the job market, it seems that our
politicians in Washington apparently do
not feel the same way. Recently the Equal
Rights Amendment, which includes the
right for women to be paid equally to men
doing the same job, was defeated again in
Congress.
In a country that allows and promises
equally to all who are born here, as well as
those who struggle to come to America for
equality, this defeat is contrary to America's claim of "Democracy". This
amendment is not solely about equal pay,
but it was constructed to insure equal
rights for all. It's very existence and
struggle-for-approval tells all that this
country is not equal for all.
Yet, all is not loss. Now the time has
come for our politicians to hear the people,
especially the women, the working
women, the studious women and the
women who are home raising the rest of
the world. It is also the time for the men to
show their support for the women as well
as for themselves. Surely the matter of
equality is a matter that touches us all.
We, the people, have the power of the
vote and it is urged that each and every
votable body register and vote in the upcoming 1984 elections. We must eliminate
those persons in power who are responsible for the continued bigotry against equal
rights for all. Since this is a national issue it
is also urged that each one speak to relatives and friends in other states to study
carefully who they vote for, as well as
write to their local Congressman and Senator to state their opposition to the E.R.A.
defeat.
It is time the people took advantage of
our own powers and reinstate the true values of the American people. More and
more today there are issues being handled
in Washington which should be better
monitored by the people, since these
politicians are totally supported by the
people.

JOB OPPORTUNITY
The School/Community Connection is
seeking business people, retirees, college
students, church members, and concerned
community members to volunteer as Mentors to help students who are academically
at risk in School District 12. Volunteer
Mentors will work with youngsters who
have failed to meet the promotional standards now required by the N.Y.C. Board
of Education.
Mentors act as tutors, career advisors
and advocates. They work with students
individually or in small groups for a few
hours a week at a supervised site. Mentors
provide encouragement, help solve problems and support students to achieve academic success. No previous experience is
necessary. Scheduling is flexible. A tenhour pre-service training course is provided by the School/Community Connection.
The Mentor Project was launched in
1982 by the School/Community Connection which aims to help schools and communities collaborate to create productive
learning environments for all students.
The School/Community Connection represents the combined efforts of 20 New
York organizations and community
groups concerned with children and education.
Interviews are being held for Mentors to
work in the School District 12 program.
For further information contact: Elizabeth
Betancourt or Ann S. Sand at; (212) 9215620.

Justice in Hiring
New York, NY, Sept. 21
Three out of four
Americans (73 percent) believe that hiring
should be based upon merit, not race or ethnicity, according to a survey made public today by
the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.
The survey further found that 67.5 percent of
Americans characterized hiring a person from a
minority group in place of a more qualified
person as "unfair." A majority of the nonwhites (52 percent) preferred that companies
hire the most qualified person regardless of
color or ethnicity instead of being required by
law to hire a certain percentage of minority
groups.
When given a choice of "the best way" to
rectify past injustices to minority groups, only
1.5 percent of the respondents said minorities
should be given special privileges; 59.8 percent
said concentration should be on training and
educating minority groups so they will be more
qualified for the jobs while 34.4 percent favored enhancing job opportunities for all
Americans without special privileges for
minorities.
Of the non-whites responding to this question, 65 percent also favored concentrating on
training and education as the best way to qualify minority individuals for vocations and careers.
In releasing the data, Kenneth J. Bialkin,
ADL's national chairman, said "the strong
support for remedial education and training demonstrates a powerful current of responsive-

ness in the American public to overcome the
vestiges of past discrimination by assuring
equal opportunity in the marketplace. It is
obvious from the survey's findings that America rejects quotas and preferential treatment."
The survey, conducted for the League by
Research & Forecases, Inc., was based on random telephone interviews made between August 20 and August 25 with 1,023 people—
including 176 non-whites—from all sections of
the country.
The survey consisted of three questions:
—Do you think that every company in
America should be permitted to hire the most
qualified person for every position or be required by law to hire a certain percentage of
minority groups such as blacks and Hispanics
even if they are not the most qualified?
—If a person from a minority group is hired
in place of a more qualified person, do you
think this is very fan, somewhat fair, somewhat
unfair, very unfair?
—Which of the following do you think is the
best way to rectify the injustices of the past to
minority groups: to give minorities special privileges over the rest of the population in regard
to job opportunities; to concentrate on training
and educating minority groups so that they will
be more qualified forjobs; to enhance job
opportunities for all Americans without special
privileges for minorities?
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Child Rearing
fry Donna Hopper emotionally I'm a guilt-ridden mess. I am
Explaining the process of child rearing constantly worrying whether or not Eddie
is, in a word, difficult. It is personal. Emorealizes that I don't want to cause him any
tional. Controversial. Individual. It is an
pain, that I am motivated by love and conact of loving and an expression of joy.
cern for him.
For me, taking care of my eleven-yearI know many other parents who also
old-son Eddie is a constantly changing exshare these feelings and uncertainties with
perience. As Eddie grows, I grow. As I
me. We usually get together to complain a
learn more about my son, I learn more
little, cry a little and, once-in-a-while,
about myself. The challenge is never endassuage our guilt. The more we talk to each
ing and the excitement is very real.
other, the more we realize the similarities
But there is also the other side: the pain,
in our different situations and the various
the guilt, and the self-examination. Someways we could handle these situationstimes, I wonder who parenting is harder
based on the individuals involved.
on, the child or the parent. I'm inclined to
In some instances, parents I have known
believe it's harder on the parent. For inhave had great belief in the old adage,
stance, when Eddie comes home with a
"spare the rod, spoil the child." I tend to
poor report from school he usually gets disagree. Other opinions have stressed
"grounded" and is not allowed out to play
leniency and a great deal of "freedom'' for
with his buddies for a period of time. Eddie
the child. I tend to believe that just as each
feels angry and hurt. His feelings manifest
child is different, so is each situation. One
themselves through a verbal barrage as
must take into account the child, the actual
well as through tears and pouting. It upsets
incident, the other people (if any) inme terribly to know that I have caused this
volved, and the atmosphere in which the
pain in my son, and although intellectually
incident occurred. I think parents must
I know that this punishment is necessary,
also take into consideration their own

emotional state as well as recognizing their
voluntary and involuntary reactions to the
situation. Actually, all of this sounds very
good when written down on paper, but
reality is quite another matter. Keeping a
cool head and a calm disposition when
disciplining a child can probably be the
greatest of all tests in parenting.
Just talking to one's own child can also
be difficult. That may sound a bit strange;
however, a parent tends to always see their
child as a child. I've heard this is normal. I
hope so. I am guilty of doing this all the
time. Sometimes, I am lucky enough to
catch myself and realize the child I am
speaking to, although mine, is a person in
his own right, too. When I correct myself I
find I am more able to deal with any conversation or problem a little more logically
and sensibly. My son's reaction to this is
also a more favorable one. I guess it's
because I am showing him the same respect that I ask him to show me. This helps
make for a more loving relationship and,
after all, loving is really what parenting is
all about.

A Holiday Message From Vice-Chairman
of Community Colleges
>
David Seraplin
During this Holiday Season I would like to
wish you a Happy Happy and a Merry
Merry.
I'd like to but 1 have to ask you to sit and
think awhile and remember; remember
that you are students; one of the largest
silent minorities in this country.
Years ago we were not this silent. Ten
years ago our older brothers and sisters
stopped a war, virtually by themselves. On
the other hand, twenty years ago failure of
our voice allowed the birth of the nuclear
arms race, the same one that threatens
Armageddon.
Thirty five years ago a proficy was written by a man by the name of Eric Blair.
Today we are within a month of his pro-

ficy. The authors pen name was George
Orwell and his book is titled 1984. Today
we students can make or break his visions.
We are the citizens of today and tomorrow. The past verifies our strength and
weakness of voice. It is up to us to choose
which part of History we shall repeat.
History of the world is what we make
today, for we are residents of the most
influential country of this globe and students of the third largest public institutions
of higher education in said country. We
can, if we want to, cancel nuclear
Armageddon; we can hold down — no roll
back-even bring back free tuition; we can
be a political force.
The best way to exercise political power
is to vote. I compliment the ten thousand

OVERSEAS

Africa is a unique blend of cultures,
SUMMER PROJECTS IN AFRICA
OPERATION CROSSROADS AFRI- life-styles and languages. Participation in
CA, INC., a non-profit organization the daily lives of Africans will bring an
focusing on international development and immediate intimacy to the experience of
educational exchange, actively seeks fac- language learning and practice. Crosulty, professionals and students to partici- sroads has a great need for applicants with
pate in 8-week summer team projects in some background in French, Portuguese,
Africa. Projects will involve: medicine; Arabic and various African languages.
During its 26 years, Crossroads, whose
nursing; health; community development;
archaeology; architectural photography; example inspired the creation of the Peace
sports and recreation; conservation and en- Corps, has sent more than 6,000 voluntevironmental management; alternative en- ers to 34 English-, Frenchp-, Portuguese-,
ergy development; farming and agricultu- and Arabic-speaking African countries to
ral development; animal husbandry and spend their summers assisting rural village
veterinarian work; reforestation in the communities. This unusual experience
Sahelian belt; working in game reserves; provides a brief but intense immersion in
and tutorial assistance and compensatory traditional and modern African life and
pushes individuals to re-examine basic
education.
Projects are sponsored jointly by Cros- attitudes, standards, and beliefs in relation
sroads and various ministries of the differ- to people with contrasting values and lifeent African countries often in conjunction styles.
Both volunteer and leader positions are
with the United Nations. Each team will
consist of about 10 Americans joined by an open. P:ersons interested in participating
equal number of African specialists and i n C r o s s r o a d s ' S u m m e r Workstudents. Projects are located in rural com- /Travel/Study Program must apply immunities, where participants gain an im- mediately. Contact: Crossroads Africa,
mediate personal sense of Africa that can- 150 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York
10011; Telephone: (212) 242-8550.
not be duplicated by academic courses.

plus who recently took the first step and
registered. Those who are registered I implore you to use your power, vote. Those
who refuse to register or vote I ask you to
trade places with all the citizens who, in
their respective countries, wish to vote but
can't.
So while we celebrate our various Holidays of kwanza, Hanikka and Christlmas,
break bread with family and friends and
even watch T.V., let us not forget that in
the years following, the Holy Days could
turn into days of hell, friends and family
into informers and spies, And the T.V.
could even watch you.

Friends
don't let
friends
drive
drunk.
If your friend has had too much to drink,
he doesn't have to drive.
Here are three ways
to keep your friend alive . . .

drive your friend home

haw your friend sleep over

call a cab

US Deponmeffl ol TroniporiatKyi
National MWiwoy Traffic SoWfy
AanHnUlionon

Have a Happy Happy and Merry Merry
my fellow Students.

STUDIES
Modem Israel will be the focus of a
special academic summer program sponsored by the State University of New
York. The course in Israel will consist of
an interdisciplinary study of Israel's economic, social, policital, religious, educational and scientific institutions. College
credit will be offered to participants that
successfully complete the program.
1984 will be the eighteenth summer the
program has been conducted as a joint
project of the State University of New
York, College at Oneonta, and universities in Israel. The Department of Education and Culture of the World Zionist Organization is also a sponsor. Formal study
will take place at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, Haifa University and Tel Aviv
University. Dr. Yonah Alexander, professor of international studies at SUNY
Oneonta, serves as program director. He
has directed the summer program since
1967.
The tentative list of courses for the 1984

program include: Introduction to the
Archaeology of the Holy Land, Philosophy of Judaism, Contemporary Middle
East, European Jewry and the Holocaust,
and the Holocaust in Film and Literature.
Also, students may select to study Jerusalem Through the Ages, Israel Politics,
Israel Society, International Terrorism,
Political Communication and Persuasion,
and Ecology and Environment in Israel.
Other offerings are available. There are no
language requirements. Field trips and excursions will be conducted for participants
and time for travel and independent study
is provided.
Only a limited number of students can
be accepted, and early application is recommended. For specific details about the
1984 Academic Program in Israel, write
Department of International Education,
SUNY Summer Program in Israel, State
University College, Oneonta, New York
13820, or telephone Office of International Education, 607-431-3369.
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COMMENTS
Whatever your wish may be it came
through. Love and Peace this
holiday season.

QUESTION—IF YOU COULD MAKE ONE WISH FOR
CHRISTMAS, WHAT WOULD IT BE?

MARK RK1S
The greatest wish 1 have
is to see world peace.

ROSA SANTIAGO
All the children of the world
will receive gifts for Christmas.

MARCELINO A. HUMPHRIES
I would love to see the people
of the world, especially New York
to reali/e, the deep
significance of the holiday they
are celebrating. It is the
day when hope came to mankind,
the birth of Jesus Christ.

HERBERT PANDY
It would be great to see the
richer countries take a stride
towards feeding the starving
people in poorer countries.
It is time we start caring
for each other.

YVONNE GARCIA
I wish for the soldiers in Beirut
to be safe and return home soon.

LEONA MAJOR
I wish for a good job in 1984.

PUBLIC S E R V I C E ANNOUNCEMENT
Bronx Community College is offering a
free training program for clerk/typists and
data entry clerks. Applicants must be at
least 18 years old with an 8.0 reading level
and 7,5 math level and the ability to type
15 words per munite. Those chosen for the
program will receive lunch money and carfare. Training begins January 3, so call
now. Call Ms. Rosado at 220-6321, that's
220-6321.

In THE SPHINX AND THE RAINBOW Dr. Loye first explores the left brain
(a center for communication, memory,
mathematics, and our sense of time), then
the right brain (our center for emotions,
dreams, artistic and musical abilities). It
is, however, Dr. Loye's inquiry into the
mystery of the frontal brain, the theory of a
brain hologram, and its relationship to precognition, that makes THE SPHINX AND
THE RAINBOW such an exciting venture.

"forecasting mind" — the source from
where hunch and imagination can project
us into the future to realize potential situations and deal with their consequences.
Dr. Loye then tackles one of the biggest
mysteries of the brain — memory, experience and how we create and project future
images. It was not until the theory of the
Holographic Mind and the production in
1963 of the first hologram that we could
see how we are able to create future images
by recalling information about experiences from our brain.

BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OFFERS
FREE TRAINING PROGRAM
Bronx Community College is beginning
a 16-week training program in the areas of
clerk/typist and data entry on the Apple
computer beginning January 3.
As a result of the Joint Training Partnership Act (JTPA) legislation, Bronx Community College received $809,000 for a
21-month period to provide classroom

During the middle part of the 20th century, scientists believed that the frontal
brain was of little consequence. During
this period of time, more than 40,000 frontal brain lobotomies were performed on
patients to "normalize" their behavior. In
the years since then, there has been a drastic change pf persoective. The frontal
brain, Dr. Loye informs us, is now considered to be the critical area for the

DR. DAVID LOYE is a former member
of the Princeton and UCLA Medical
School faculties and is presently codirector of the I n s t i t u t e for F u t u r e
Forecasting in Northern California. Author of the award-winning The Healing of
a Nation, his pioneering work in the
plychology of forecasting has been reported on publications ranging from journals in many fields to the Readers' Digest
and Omni.

Horticulture Program Blossoms
Do you enjoy keeping houseplants, or
planting and maintaining gardens? Do you
like working outdoors?
If so, then you might be interested in a
h o r t i c u l t u r a l career such as general
landscaping, nursery work, floristry or interior landscaping. E m p l o y m e n t opportunities in these areas are presently excellent.
BCC in cooperation w i t h the internationally recognized New York Botanical Garden is now offering a program in
Ornamental Horticulture, the first in City
University. An A.A.S. degree can be
earned, with specialization in either general horticulture, commercial floristry or interior landscaping.
The new program includes 34-37 creduts of liberal arts and sciences at BCC,
and 30 credits of academics work and field
experience at The Botanical Garden.
Interested students should contact Dr.
John W. Davis, Butler 204 (ext. 6122).
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Nelson C. Stokes, Sports Editor

MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM DEFEATS F.I.T.
by Nelson C. Stokes
On Monday November 28th a double header basketball game was planned. In the first
game the Women's Basketball team would play Mt. St. Vincent and in the second game,
the Men's Basketball team would make their long awaited debut against Sullivan
Community College. Unfortunately things did not work out as planned. Sullivan Community College's team could not show because of bad traveling conditions. The Men's
team sat out the afternoon.
The following Wednesday, November 30th at 8 p.m. the Men's team ran out onto the

court to match skills with F.I.T. The team was ready and running to go. This would be
their first game of the season, and it was a big one. B.C.C. has lost at the hands of F.I.T.
for the past four years. It was time for the tables to be turned.
The team put on an impressive performance and where they lacked in skill, they
overcame with effort, and where they lacked in effort they corrected with determination.
Donald Jones, 5 ft. 8 ins. and 155 Ibs. wearing the Number 10 and MikeColeman6ft.
4 ins. weighing 172 Ibs. led the scoring with 17 points each. Also impressive was Steven
Green, who stands only 5 ft. 8 ins. tall. Green cleverly out-manuevered his opponents
and put 16 ots on the board for his team. Jommy Nelson, 6 ft. 1 Vi ins. scored 13 points
and picked off 10 rebounds.
In the end the scoreborad read B.C.C. 86 — F.I.T. 79.
AND KINGSBORO C.C.
After being behind in the first half B.C.C. came back to defeat Kingsboro.
GeorgeKitt6ft. 5 ins., 177 Ibs. —tall, lean and mean, led the scoring with 20 pts. and
took 13 rebounds, Mike Coleman scored 14 points and took 14 rebounds.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM SHOWS PROMISE
by Nelson C. Stokes
Although the Women's Basketball team lost to Mount St. Vincent a score of 57 to 45,
two things became clear. First, the program was definitely on the move upward, and
secondly, they wouldn't be losing for much longer. Branda Watson 5 ft. 4 ins. was
B.C.C.'s high scorer with 17 pts. Teresa Spencer had twelve rebounds and Tracy Hicks
had 8 rebounds.

GUERRERO REPEATS AS "SUPERMAN" OF BCC
As "82 reigning champ of BCC weight
lifting, Roger Guerrero successfully defended his crown against all comers. At
152 Ibs., Rober is powerfully built and
easily pressed his own weight +20 Ibs.
His strength in the upper shoulder and chest area was further demonstrated when he
bench pressed 220 Ibs. eight times. As
evidence of his beautifully proportioned
body, he arm curled 110 Ibs. and then
finished off his performance by leg pressing 500 Ibs. twenty six times!! His grand
total of weight was 1850 Ibs.
Roger's nearest competitor with a total
of 1695 Ibs. was Carlos Velez who won the
middle-weight title. Carlos nearly duplicated Roger's feats as he bench pressed
220 Ibs. five times and leg pressed 500 Ibs.
twenty four times. Finishing 2nd to Carlos
was last year's middleweight winner, Jose
Carbrera with 1245 Ibs. Bringing up, a
close 3rd and 4th were Gary Lefeure (1120
Ibs.) and Everett James (1095 Ibs.).
In the women's division, Maira Felix
was the winner with a total of 560 Ibs. At
only 118 Ibs. the pretty, petite Maira bench pressed 90 Ibs., leg pressed 330 Ibs,
arm curled 60 Ibs., and did a sitting p;ress
of 80 Ibs. The next 3 finishers were no
more than 40 Ibs. away from the winner
with Linda Ranson at 530 Ibs. and Ana
Moreno and Janet Robinson tied at 520
Ibs.

Ricos
and
Brother
70 West Burnside Ave
We serve the Best pizza, calzone,
heros and Sicilian.
We also specialise in taking care of
the students.
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